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T H E USE OF MULTIPLE RANKING PROCEDURES TO
ANALYZE SIMULATIONS OF MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS: A TUTORIAL*t
JACK P. C. KLEIJNEN,$ THOMAS H. NAYLOR$

AND

TERRY G. SEAKSI

This paper describes the use of multiple ranking procedures to analyze data generated from computer simulation experiments with models of management systems.
After outlining the rationale for the use of multiple ranking procedures with computer simulation experiments and defining some basic terminology, we examine
several specific multiple ranking procedures. Careful attention is given to the assumptions underlying the different multiple ranking procedures and the extent to which
these assumptions are satisfied by the data generated by simulation experiments.
An example model is included to illustrate the applicability of multiple ranking
procedures to simulation experiments in management science.

Introduction
Multiple ranking procedures appear to offer a useful approach to the problem of
analyzing data from computer simulation experiments with models of management
systems. In this paper we begin by describing the multiple ranking problem and its
applicability to simulation. We focus on the assumptions underlying specific procedures and the extent to which these assumptions may or may not be violated when
used with computer simulation experiments. Then we employ a multiple ranking procedure to analyze a simulation model of a queueing system and give a detailed example of how such a procedure is actually applied. Lastly, we discuss several modifications of existing multiple ranking procedures. The objective of these modifications
is to circumvent some of the difficulties encountered when one or more of the assumptions underlying existing multiple ranking procedures is violated.
Multiple Ranking Procedures Defined
Frequently, the objective of computer simulation experiments with models of
management systems is to find the "best" policy or decision rule. Conventional tests
of homogeneity, such as the F-test that k population means are equal, or Bartlett's
test that k population variances are equal, do not provide the decision-maker with
the type of information that is necessary to make decisions aimed at selecting the
best plan or policy-e.g., the policy which leads to the largest profit for a business
firm.
Multiple ranking procedures represent a direct approach to the solution of the
problem of ranking alternatives based on the empirical results obtained from some
type of experiment whether it be a real world experiment or a computer simulation
experiment [29]. The best rank of a set of managerial policies or decision rules is simply
the ranking of the sample means associated with the given policies or decision rules.
Because of random error, however, sample rankings may yicld incorrect results.
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With what probability can we say that the rank of a particular sample mean represents the true rank of the corresponding population mean? I t is this question which
multiple ranking procedures attempt to answer. Multiple ranking procedures may
also be used to rank population variances, if the data have been transformed by some
appropriate transformation such as a logarithmic transformation. Naylor, Wertz,
and Wonnacott [29], [31] have used logarithmic transformations to rank the variances
of national income generated by a simulation experiment with an econometric model.
The recent book by Bechhofer, Kiefer, and Sobel [6, p. 2731 describes a direct approach
for ranking variances.
Historically, multiple ranking procedures can be traced back to the work of Bahadur [l]in 1950. He was one of the first statisticians to recognize the multiple ranking
problem and to contribute to the theory of k sample problems.
Among the early contributions to the literature in this field were the papers by
R'Iosteller [27] and Mosteller and Tukey [28] on slippage procedures. Mosteller's
[27] procedure is a very simple nonparametric technique which derives its name from
the fact that it attempts to tell when a sample mean is really the largest one and when
it merely appears this way because it has "slipped." On the basis of our empirical
results with this procedure [29], [30], we concur with Mosteller's criticism of the procedure as lacking a desirable level of power. The power of Mosteller's slippage procedure has also been discussed by Bofinger [9], Karlin and Truax [22], Kudo [24], and
Paulson [32], [33].
In 1953 Bechhofer [2] proposed a path breaking procedure for selecting on the basis
of sample means a single population from among k populations and guaranteeing the
probability P* that the selected population is the largest provided some other condition on the parameters is satisfied. Since the terminology used by Bechhofer [2] is
basic to many multiple ranking procedures, it will be helpful if we define some of the
terms which will be used throughout the remainder of this paper.
We want to choose as the "best" population the population with the highest population mean. We want to be assured with probability P* that we have indeed selected
the correct population. If the best population differs only slightly from the next
best population, then (because of random error) extremely large samples are required
to detect such a small difference. However, our concern over not detecting the best
population when the difference between the best and the next best population is
small generally will not be as great as it would be if this difference were large. Therefore, we want to take that number of observations from each population so that the
probability of correct selection (CS) is at least P*, given that the difference 6 between
the best and the next best population is at least 6*. In other words, 6* is the smallest
value worth detecting, and P* is the smallest acceptable value of the probability of
achieving the desired detection. This may be stated formally as
(1)

Pr (CS 1 6 2 6*) 1 P*,

where 6* and P* are specified by the decision-maker.
If all but one of the populations have a mean equal to the mean of the "next best"
population, then the means are said to be in "least favorable configuration." If the
means are not in this configuration, then the criterion given by (1) is more easily
satisfied. Since we do not know the true configuration, the criterion must be satisfied
for the least favorable configuration [2, p. 231.
With some of the multiple ranking procedures it is possible to find not only the best
plan but also the following (and others unlisted) :
1. The "best two" plans without regard to order.

2. The "best two" plans with regard to order.
3. The "best three" plans without regard to order.
4. The "best," "second best," "third best," etc. plan.
All of the multiple ranking procedures assume independent observations and most of
them assume normally distributed observations. In describing the existing multiple
ranking procedures it is convenient to divide them into two groups-(1) procedures
assuming known variances and (2) procedures assuming unknown variances.
Procedures Assuming Known Variances

Bechhofer [2]
In 1954 Bechhofer developed a procedure for determining the number of observations required for selecting a single population and guaranteeing with probability
P* that the selected population is "best" provided the indifference quantity 6* is
2
specified. Bechhofer's procedure assumes normality and known variances a$. I t is
easy to shou~that the number of observations to be taken from the ith population is
given by
(2)
Ni = (ai d/6*)',
w$ere d is tabulated in [2] and increases with k and P*. Bechhofer has also demonstrated the use of his procedure with factorial designs (experiments with more than
one factor), without interactions. He shows that a factorial design is more efficient
than separate one-factor experiments [2, pp. 25-28]. If there are interactions, then it is
nonsensical to search for the best population with regard to one factor, and the best
population with regard to a second factor, etc. These interactions force us to treat
the experiment as a single-factor experiment [3, p. 4263.

Somerville [45]
A procedure has been proposed by Somerville which assumes that the k populations
of interest to the decision-maker are identical except for their means, the sample means
are normally distributed, and the common variance (r2 i s known. Instead of specifying
P* and 6*, Somerville formulates loss functions which take into consideration the
amount of use to be made of the result, the cost of making an incorrect decision, and
the cost of sampling [45, p. 4021. A sample size which minimizes the maximum expected loss (i.e., a minimax sample size) is then calculated. Somerville indicates that
using an estimate of u will not seriously affect the results. Somerville's procedure has
been generalized by Shirafuji [44] for the r-way classification.
Dunnett [13]
Dunnett's multiple ranking procedure assumes that the "population means P I ,
., Uk
pz , . . , pk have a joint a priori normal distribution with means Ul , U2 ,
known up to an additive constant, and with equal variances and equal covariances
whose values are known" [13, p. 11. Dunnett also treats the special case of prior independent normal distributions. Results are given by Dunnett for determining the number of observations n for the multiple ranking problems of Bechhofer [2] and Somerville [45].
The practical application of Dunnett's procedure is limited since certain multivariate normal integrals required by the procedure have not been tabulated for k > 2.
However, tables are available for linear loss functions of the type proposed by Somerville [45]. The usefulness of Dunnett's procedure is subject to question by the following statement by Dunnett, "In practice . . . [the] values [of Ui] may be so poorly
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determined that the experimenter may prefer to ignore them and base his decision
entirely on the experimental data," [13, p. 41.

Two Sequential Procedures [6], [36]
Ramberg [39] has reported on a Monte Carlo study aimed at evaluating the performance characteristics of two sequential procedures for selecting the population
with the largest mean from k normal populations when the population variances are
known and equal. The two sequential procedures are Bechhofer, Kiefer, and Sobel's
[6, pp. 259, 2651 procedure and Paulson's [36] procedure. Both of these procedures
were compared with Bechhofer's [2] fixed sample size procedure on the basis of the expected number of stages and the expected total number of observations required to
terminate experimentation for the sequential procedures. Ramberg defines the number of stages as the total number of vectors of observations taken by a procedure until
experimentation ceases and the total number of observations as the sum of all observations taken from all populations until experimentation ceases [39, pp. 7-81. A stage
consists of one observation from each of the populations still being sampled. On the
basis of these two variables Ramberg concludes that,
Since both of the sequential procedures guarantee a higher probability of a correct
selection than P*, the two sequential procedures are adjusted so that they exactly
guarantee P*. The performance characteristics of these adjusted procedures are then
compared, and the Paulson procedure improves (sometimes markedly) relative to the
Bechhofer-Kiefer-Sobel procedure [39].

Bechhofer, Kiefer, and Sobel [6, p. 2641
Bechhofer, Kiefer, and Sobel have recently developed a sequential procedure for
normal populations wit11 u7zequal but known variances u?. In this procedure, at each
stage of experimentation ri observations are taken from population ni ( i = 1, . . . , k ) ,
where the ri's are the smallest integers satisfying
2

2

-'J1 - --- U2. . .-

2

= -'Jk -

2

-c,
r1
r2
rk
where c is an arbitrary constant. Then the probability of a correct selection is guaranteed, if we redefine 6. The Bechhofer-Kiefer-Sobel procedure guarantees
(4)

P r ( C S 1 6 2 6*) 2 P*,

where 6 is now defined as

and p [ k ] and p [ k - l ~ are the best, i.e., the largest, and the second largest population
mean respectively, and c follows from (3).
Note that if all variances a? are equal to, say, u2, then ri = 1 and c2 = u2 and the
procedure is simplified considerably. I t was this simple procedlire that, was compared
with Paulson's procedure by Ramberg [39].
Bechhofer, Iiiefer, and Sobel list many other multiple ranking procedures, e.g., for
ranking variances of normal populations with unknown and unequal means, for ranking exponential, gamma, Weibull, Bernoulli, Poisson and negative-binomial distributions [6, pp. 267-2721. In simulation experiments the distribution is usually unknown
to the analyst. We prefer to use a procedure based on normal distributions, since the
normal distribution is a good approximation to many other distributions. Further-

more, procedures based on normality are often robust against deviations from normality. The reader is referred to Bechhofer, Iiiefer, and Sobel [6] when one of the
above distributions is a better approximation for a given simulation.
Procedures Assuming Unknown Variances

Bechhofer and Blumenthal [3], [4]

A sequential procedure for the case of normal populations with common unknown
vu.riances has been developed by Bechhofer [3]. Bechhofer [3, p. 4161 has shown how
to combine his procedure with various experimental designs which reduce the variance, and, therefore, decrease the sample size required. The procedure can be generalized for multi-factor experiments [3, p. 4261. In a later paper Bechhofer and Blumenthal [4] developed an equivalent but algebraically simpler procedure. h/Ionte Carlo
experiments [4] have demonstrated that even though the variance is unknown the
Bechhofer-Blumenthal procedure is much more efficient than Bechhofer's singlesample procedure which assumes a known variance [2]. I n the original paper [3]
Bechhofer claims that the procedure yields the desired probability P*, even if the
means are in the least favorable configuration and that the procedure "can capitalize
on any favorable configuration of the population means," [3, p. 4141. The latter point
simply means that if the configuration of means is more favorable than the least
favorable configuration, then the average sample size for the experiment to terminate
will decrease [3, p. 4151. Unfortunately, Bechhofer has recently found an error in the
basic procedure [3, p. 4131 such that there is no guarantee that either the Bechhofer
[3, p. 4131 procedure or the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [4] procedure can capitalize on a
favorable configuration of means.' However, Professor Bechhofer has indicated that
the approximation procedure for calculating the "stopping statistic" Z", in i2.6 of
[3, p. 4141 does capitalize on a favorable configuration of population means, even
though the basic procedure [3, p. 4131 and the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [4] procedure do
not.
Sasser and Naylor [42], [29] have applied this procedure with a multi-item inventory simulation experiment. Significant computer time reductions were achieved
using this procedure when compared with a corresponding fixed sample size procedure [42].
Robbins, Sobel, and Starr [40]
Recently, Robbins, Sobel, and Starr derived a sequential procedure for normal
populations with a common unknozun variance. Their calculations are even simpler
than those of Bechhofer and Blumenthal [4]. The Robbins, Sobel, and Starr method
has the disadvantage of not being able to capitalize on a more favorable configuration
of means; its expected sample size is independent of the configuration of the means.
For the least favorable configuration, we expect that Bechhofer and Blumenthal's
[4] procedure is more efficient than the procedure of Robbins, Sobel, and Starr. For
Monte Carlo estimates [4, pp. 61-64] for certain combinations of 6* and P* indicate
that the Bechhofer-Blumenthal procedure is much more efficient than the singlesample procedure for known n2. However, the expected sample size for the RobbinsSobel-Starr procedure is approximately equal to the sample size of the single-sample
See R. E. Bechhofer, "Correction Note-An Undesirable Feature of a Sequential MultipleDecision Procedure for Selecting the Best One of Several Normal Populations with a Common
Unknown Variance," Biometries, Vol. XXVI (June 1970), pp. 347-349.

procedure [40, p. 911. I t is interesting to note that the stopping rule used by Robbins
is the same as the single-sample procedure [2] for a common, known variance except
that now an estimate of the variance is used. This estimate is revised each time that
one observation is taken from all k populations.

Paulson [36]
Paulson has proposed a sequential procedure for "selecting the normal population
with the greatest mean when ( a ) the k populations have a common known variance
or ( b ) the k populations have a common but unknown variance, so that in each case
the probability of making the correct selection exceeds a specified value when the
greatest mean exceeds all other means by a t least a specified amount," [36, p. 1741.
Unlike the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [4] procedure the Paulson procedure can capitalize
on a more favorable configuration. For, during the experiment populations are eliminated from further consideration (sampling) if their sample means differ from the
sample mean of the population possessing the largest sample mean by some specified
amount. Only limited information is available on which to base a comparison of the
Paulson procedure with the Bechhofer-Blumenthal procedure. It is impossible to
say which procedure is more efficient.
This procedure has been used by Sasser and Naylor [42], [29] to analyze data generated by a simulation experiment with an inventory model.
Gupta [16]
The multiple ranking problem treated by Gupta differs somewhat from the problem
defined by Bechhofer [2]. Gupta's procedure, which may be useful in the screening
phase of a simulation experiment, selects a nonempty, small, best subset from k populations such that the probability is a t least equal to a specified value P* that the
"best" population is selected in the subset. This probability is guaranteed regardless
of what the unknown means may be. There is no "indifference zone" and no "least
favorable" configuration [16, p. 2261. With Gupta's procedure the sample size is given
and the size of the subset is random. A common unknown variance is assumed.
Chambers and Jarratt [lo]
Chambers and Jarratt show how double sampling may be used to select the best
one of k nonnormal populations if the variances U? of these populations depend on the
unlcnown means p, , the form of this relationship being known and the same for each
population, i.e.,
(6)

uz" =

f(pz),

i

=

1,

* . .,k,

where f is known and the same for all i. Such a relationship holds, for example, for
binomial and Poisson populations. Chambers and Jarratt assume asymptotically
normally clistributecl sample means [lo, pp. 49-50]. Their procedure cannot capitalize
on a more favorable configuration of the means. For the least favorable configuration
Table 4 of [lo, p. 591 shows that the average sample size is slightly larger than with
the single-sample procedure for known variances. The authors conclude their paper
with the following statement, "it is, perhaps, unlikely that ( a multi-stage estimation)
would be seriously in error," [lo, p. 641.

Paulson [34]
A rather specialized approach is the sequential procedure developed by Paulson
[33] which assumes a common unknown variance and eliminates inferior populations

during the experiment. The unique feature of this procedure is that it assumes a
standard or control population. The need for such a procedure arises when one must
choose between some existing policy (or decision rule) and k experimental policies.
With the previous methods the correct selection of the control is assured only if the
mean of the control exceeds the other population means by 6*. Therefore, if the control mean exceeds the other population means only by an amount E (0 s e 5 6*),
then an incorrect selection is indeed possible. However, if one is willing to accept a
difference of el then he is not likely to be particularly interested in whether he makes
an incorrect selection by incorrectly selecting population i ( i = 0, 1, . , k) instead
of experimental population j ( j Z i, j = 1, . . . , k) or by incorrectly selecting the
experimental category j instead of the control population. The reason for developing
special procedures for cases where not all populations are of an experimental nature is,
therefore, somewhat less than obvious. Although this conclusion is reasonable in the
case of business and economic problems, it may not hold in the case of other applications such as a medical problem involving a placebo and k experimental drugs.
Bechhofer, Dunnett, and Sobel [5]
This paper describes a two-sample multiple decision procedure for ranking the
means of nomal populations with unknown variances but known ratios,

where u2 is unknown but the ails are known. The procedure will be described in complete detail in the following section, when we use it to illustrate the applicability of
multiple ranking procedures to a simulation experiment with a queueing model.

An Example Model
Consider a firm which produces a single product from a k-stage production process.
All final products must pass through all k stages in sequential order. Each stage has
its own production function which is independent of the others. The rate of output
for each stage is a random variable whose probability distribution is completely
determined by the factor inputs for a given stage. Thus the allocation of productive
inputs is a policy variable that alters the probability distribution of the production
rate for a given stage and ultimately affects total profit-but not with complete certainty. The rate of demand for the firm's product is also a random variable. Management is assumed to be interested in selecting the best (most profitable) production
plan among five possible plans. The model underlying this production problem is
described in complete detail in a paper by Chu and Naylor [ l l ] .
I

Factory
order

Process I

We ran simulation experiments using five different production plans for a simulated ninety-day period and then replicated each plan fifty times. We simply change
the starting values in the random number generators to obtain the replications. The

following results were obtained:
Plan ( j )

I

Sample M g n of Profit
(Xj)

1

Sample Standard
Deviat~onof Profit (s)

We assume that for a given plan (population), j, X i j is a normally and independently
distributed random variable with E(Xij) = n j and Var (Xij) = u 2 for j = 1, . . . ,5.
Thus the ai's of (7) are assumed to be one, and we take our population as having a
common unknown variance. The population profits, n j , are unknown, but have some
rank :

and they have differences
(9)

6 %,. . - n i - n j ,

i , j = 1 , . . . , 5.

Suppose, as happens in many management situations, that we wish to select the
plan with the largest expected population value. To apply the Bechhofer, Dunnett,
and Sobel procedure, we first much choose P*and 6*. As in classical hypothesis testing
where a and /3 must be specified, there is no definitive way to select these parameters.
Much will depend on the situation confronting the manager, and good judgment is
always needed. In many business and economic applications a choice of 0.95 or 0.90
is often appropriate, and we choose the latter for our illustration. For 6* we select
100 based on an examination of the sample means where an inspection of five plans
shows a range of roughly 500. We infer that 100 is the smallest difference that is
worth detecting. In a real management simulation choice of 6* would depend on the
nature of the data and the cost of sampling weighed against the benefits of detecting a
smaller difference.
Then to rank the best plan by the Bechhofer, Dunnett, and Sobel procedure, we
apply the following five steps:
1. Take a first sample of N1 observations from each of the m populations.
2. Calculate the mean square error, M S , , which is an unbiased estimate of u2,
having v = m(n - 1) degrees of freedom for n = N, .
3. Take a second sample of N2 - N1 observations from each of the m populations,
] ) , the brackets [ ] denote the smallest integer
NZ = max (N1 , [ 2 ~ ~ , ( h / 6 * ) ~where
equal to or greater than the rational number contained within the brackets, and h
is obtained from Table 3 of Dunnett and Sobel [14] for the given values of v and P*.
If 2 M ~ , ( h / 6 * )5~ Nl , then no second sample is necessary and, therefore, N2 = N1 .
4. For each population calculate the overall sample mean
where
(10)

Zj =

I/N~C
X i j~
, ' ~j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

5. Denote the ranked values of

X j by

Rank the populations according to the ranking of the observed

and select the

population that gives rise to 9,,1 as the population having the largest population
mean.
In our simulation with 50 replications we have n = N 1 = 50. The mean square
error is computed to be 51,901 and has v = m(n - 1) = 5(49) = 245 degrees of
freedom. Consulting Table 3 of [14] for P* = 0.90 and v = 245, we find h = 1.58.
Next we determine
Nz = max {NI, [2 ~ ~ , ( h / 6 * ) =
~ ]max
) (50, [2(51,901)(1.58/100)~])

max (50, 261
= 50.
Further, we note that 2 ~ ~ , ( h / 6 =
* )26
~ < 50, so that no second sample is required
and N z = Nl = n = 50. Sample means for n = 50 were shown in the previous
table. On the basis of the ranking of the sample means, we would select operating
plan IV as the plan with the highest expected profit. If, in fact, the best operating
plan has an expected profit that is $100.00 larger than the next best, then we have at
least a probability of 90 per cent of correctly choosing it despite the random statistical fluctuations of sampling.
Now let us consider violations of some of the assumptions of existing multiple
ranking procedures and what can be done in such a situation.
=

Some Problems with Simulation Experiments

All of the aforementioned multiple ranking procedures were based on the assumption of independence of the statistical error terms. This assumption will be satisfied
with computer simulation experiments, if we treat one period of simulated time as
one observation. Replicating this period with a new sequence of pseudorandom numbers yields another independent observation. In this way we can generate a sample of
independent observations for a given period, provided we have chosen a suitable
pseudorandom number generator [29]. Alternatively, if we choose not to replicate the
simulation experiment, we can divide the sample record length into intervals that are
longer than the interval of major autocorrelation and work with the observations on
these supposedly independent intervals. This method suffers from the fact that the
choice of sample record length usually does not have sufficient prior or posterior j ustification in most cases to make this approach much more than arbitrary.
As we have seen previously, the treatment of population variances differs considerably among multiple ranking procedures. However, no direct procedure is available for the case which is most likely to occur with computer simulation experimentsunequal and unknown variances. We shall consider several ways of circumventing
this problem using Bechhofer's [2] problem formulation. In the absence of theoretical
or empirical (Monte Carlo) evidence that these approaches will guarantee P* given
6*, they should be used with caution.
I t should be noted that if the experimenter is willing (1) to assume a common
unknown variance a2 and (2) to specify his indifference quantity 6* as a percentage of
either a or a2, then he can use one of the multiple ranking procedures devised for the
case of common but known variances, e.g., Bechhofer [2] or Bechhofer, Iiiefer, and
Sobel [6]. However, this approach is impossible if the variances are unequal or if the
experimenter wishes to specify 6" as, say, a fixed number of dollars.
Since most of the existing multiple ranking procedures assume normality, we shall
also briefly mention the effects of violations of this assumption as well as alternative
techniques for circumventing the problem.

We have previously discussed three sequential procedures for the case of common
unknown variances. These include the procedures of Bechhofer and Blumenthal
[3], [4]; Robbins, Sobel, and Starr [40]; and Paulson [36]. We can easily dispense with
the Robbins [40] procedure on the grounds that (1) it cannot capitalize on a more
favorable configuration of population means and (2) with the least favorable configuration, it would appear to be less efficient than the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [4]
procedure. We shall, therefore, consider only the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [3], [4] procedure and the Paulson [36] procedure.
Bechhofer conjectures that his procedure is

. . . relatively insensitive to lack of normality of the Xij [the j t h observation of the i t h
population]. For the procedure depends on the Xij only through the
Yi, =

[C~=I
Xiil

and Si, [the unbiased estimate of u2 based on d, degrees of freedom after m stages of experimentation]. And the distribution of the Y i , approaches normality as m grows large
while Si, is an unbiased estimate of the common u2 regardless of the distribution of the
Xij . However, the procedure can be expected to be sensitive to violations of the assumption of a constant common variance. And, in fact, it will break down completely if the
violation is a severe one. With respect to the above violations, the probability of a correct
selection for [the procedure] reacts in the same way as does the power of an Analysis of
lTariancetest of homogeneity. And any set of conditions which will permit the experimenter to make a firm statement about the latter will also permit him to make a firm
statement about the former [3, p. 4261.

With simulation experiments the assumptions of normality and common variance
are likely to be violated. Scheffk has considered the effects of violations in these assumptions on the power of an analysis of variance test of homogeneity. If the number of degrees of freedom is very large, Scheff6 [41] has concluded that, "the effect of
violation of the normality assumption is slight on inferences about means but dangerous on inferences about variances." Scheff6 [41, p. 3451 also argues that, "inequality
of variances in the cells of a layout has little effect on inferences about means if the
cell numbers are equal, serious effects with unequal cell numbers." In the case of a
small number of degrees of freedom, Scheff6 suggests that nonnormality still has
relatively little effect on the power of the F-test, especially with equal cell numbers
[41, p. 3501. With regard to the effect of the inequality of variance in the case of a
small number of observations, Scheff6 concludes that "equal group sizes should be
used unless one is sure for certain groups that the variance is larger, in which case
there is no harm in allocating more of the measurements to these groups" [41, p. 3581.
Since Bechhofer [3] and Bechhofer and Blumenthal [4] have stated that the probability of a correct selection (with their sequential procedure) behaves in the same
manner as the power of the F-test, we may use the Bechhofer-Blumenthal procedure
for a common variance, if we have reason to believe the variances are (almost) equal.
Such a belief may be based on a pilot phase where we obtain a number of observations
from each population and estimate the variance of each population. (These pilot
observations can be used again if we apply the Bechhofer-Blumenthal procedure.)
If the pilot phase indicates inequality of variances, then the Bechhofer-Blumenthal
procedure breaks down. A heuristic procedure for this case is described in [23].
Scheff6 [41, pp. 364-3651 has suggested the possibility of the use of transformations
of the original output data to reduce the degree of inequality in variances-a problem
that occurs often with simulation experiments. If the ratio u i l p i is a constant, then
the logarithmic transformation is an appropriate transformation. Naylor, Wertz, and

Wonnacott [29], [31] have applied this transformation to national income data generated by a simulation experiment with an econometric model. The purpose of the simulation experiment was to evaluate the effects of five alternative monetary and fiscal
policies on the stability of national income. The Bechhofer, Dunnett, and Sobel [5]
procedure was used to determine the number of replications required for this experiment so as to rank the five economic policies on the basis of the variability of national
income.
Paulson's [36] approach represents an alternative to the Bechhofer-Blumenthal
[3], [4] procedure for simulation experiments where we can assume a common unknown
variance. As we mentioned previously, there is a need for additional Monte Carlo
experiments to evaluate the relative efficiency of the Paulson [36] procedure in contrast with the Bechhofer-Blumenthal [3], [4] procedure.
I n the case of unequal unknown variances, life gets very difficult, indeed. Several
heuristic procedures for this case are proposed in 1231. However, further theoretical
and empirical (Monte Carlo) research is required in order to properly evaluate these
heuristic procedures.
Conclusions

Having described several alternative multiple ranking procedures, it is obvious that
a t the present time an "ideal" procedure simply does not exist for computer simulation
experiments. An ideal procedure for simulation experiments would take into consideration our lack of knowledge of the underlying theoretical distribution associated with
a given complex computer model, i.e., the fact that the mean, variance, and form of the
distribution are usually unknown to the simulator. Another desirable attribute for an
idealized procedure would be that it be sequential and possess the ability to eliminate
inferior populations. Finally, a more realistic formulation of the ranking problem might
involve some type of Bayesian analysis in which a priori information and a loss function of the type proposed by Dunnett [13] are introduced. Although the multiple
ranking problem appears to be amenable to Bayesian treatment, the development of
such a procedure would be a nontrivial exercise.
I n the absence of an ideal procedure, then heuristic techniques may offer a practical
approach which is suitable for many simulation experiments. And certainly for simulations where the assumptions are met, multiple ranking procedures have a useful place
in the tool kit of management scientists engaged in simulation.
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